cloudsofthouse
privacy policy

The privacy and security of our Customers is one of the top priorities at Cloudsofthouse. We would
like our customers to feel like they can rely on us, believing that Cloudsofthouse, by exercising the
utmost diligence, guarantees that all data and information we are entrusted with are processed only
according to their purpose and protected against abuse.

Ensuring a comprehensive security and extensive data protection is much more than just an
obligation to observe the statutory and regulatory requirements. It is also a clear testimony of the
quality of our services to our customers and employees alike. That is why Cloudsofthouse, has
implemented personal data and privacy protection standards.
Cloudsofthouse, administrator of the cloudsofthouse.com website does not use cloudsofthouse.com
to collect personal data of its users nor it does use „cookies”.

Cloudsofthouse fully respects the right to privacy and protection of processed data. Cloudsofthouse
collects information on the use of it's website by storing process data, such as date of connection
with the service and IP address, into system logs. Such information is used for administrative and
statistical and security purposes only and does not enable identification of individual users.

Cloudsofthouse, as the administrator of the cloudsofthouse.com website, shall not be liable for
privacy policies of other websites, including both those accessible to the users via links published on
cloudsofthouse.com and those that publish links to cloudsofthouse.com on their websites.
The above privacy policy may be changed in the future. Users will be notified of any changes in
advance. Any questions or comments regarding the terms of use of cloudsofthouse.com and privacy
protection offered to the users can be submitted to Cloudsofthouse using data provided in the
“Contact” section.
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